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Abstract: We construct Chern-Simons gravities in (2 + 1)-dimensional space-time consid-
ering the Stringy Galilei algebra both with and without non-central extensions. In the first
case, there is an invariant and non-degenerate bilinear form, however the field equations
do not allow to express the spin connections in terms of the dreibeins. In the second case
there is no invariant non-degenerate bilinear form. Therefore, in both cases we do not have
an ordinary gravity theory. Instead, if we consider the stringy Newton-Hooke algebra with
extensions as gauge group we have an invariant non-degenerate metric and from the field
equations we express the spin connections in terms of the geometric fields.
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1 Introduction
The renewed interest to study non-relativistic (NR) gravities is due in part to the possible
applications of them to NR holography in condensed matter [1, 2]. The construction of NR
gravity theories in the target space can be done at least in three different ways: i) as a NR
limit of a suitable relativistic theory [3–5] , ii) a pure NR construction using as a tool a NR
symmetry algebra [6–8, 37], iii) or a null reduction of a relativistic theory [10–13].
There is another possibility to construct gravity from a world sheet point of view.
We could consider a 2d non-linear sigma string action, in a gravitational background and
compute the corresponding beta functions of the gravitational couplings [14, 15]. The
vanishing of the beta functions, that implies the conformal invariance at quantum level,
gives the equations of motion of Einstein gravity plus the α′ corrections.
In particular, the action of a NR string can be obtained as a NR limit of a relativistic
string action. The NR limit is not unique, in the case of a string we have two limits
[16]: 1) the particle limit, where one only scales the target space time coordinate, 2) the
string limit, where a target temporal and space component are scaled. In the first case
one obtains a non-vibrating string, which is a collection of massless galilean particles [17].
The Lagrangian is strictly invariant under the ordinary Galilei transformations and the
associated Noether charges verify the Galilei algebra with no central extension. The most
general point transformation that leave the Lagrangian invariant is infinite dimensional,
therefore with no extensions in the algebra [16]. In the second case it is found a vibrating
string which is unitary and UV completed [18]. The symmetry transformations close under
the stringy Galilei transformations [19, 20], see also [21]. The algebra of the Noether charges
contains two non-central charges: a vector Za and antisymmetric tensor Zab, with a, b = 0, 1
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being the target space longitudinal indexes, i.e., the directions where the string lives in
target space. Also in this case the algebra of point transformations is infinite dimensional.
In a recent work [22] considering vibrating non-relativistic strings in a general string
Newton-Cartan background [23] and computing the associated beta functions it was found
the stringy Newton-Cartan equations of motions. In an earlier work these equations were
postulated by applying the gauging procedure to the stringy Galilei algebra [24], however,
these have not been obtained from an action principle. On the other hand, it has been
recently constructed an extended string Newton-Cartan gravity action in (3 + 1)-dimensions
which can be obtained as the NR limit of the Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to an auxiliary
two-form and one-form gauge field [25]. In contrast with the relativistic theory, not all
components of the spin connection are completely determined and these occur as Lagrange
multipliers in a second order nonrelativistic theory. The dimensional reduction of the action
to 3d gives the particle Chern-Simons extended Bargmann gravity introduced in [26–28],
and not the string Newton-Cartan gravity in 3d.
In this paper we will study the construction of a (2 + 1)-dimensional stringy Chern-
Simons (CS) gravity by considering the stringy Galilei algebra [19, 20, 24] both with and
without extensions. For the case of the non-extended stringy Galilei algebra there exits an
invariant and non-degenerate bilinear form and a 3d CS action can be constructed. However,
the corresponding equations of motion do not allow to express all the components of the
boost spin connections in terms of the dreibeins.
In a second order formulation the undetermined part of the spin connection part can
be interpreted as a Lagrange multiplier for a geometrical constraint1. On the other hand,
if we construct the CS action with the extended stringy Galilei algebra, the associated
bilinear form is degenerate. This property can be seen easily using the double extension
formalism [29, 30], (see also [31]). One of the main issues which appears with a degenerate
bilinear form is that some of the curvatures do not vanish and therefore not all dynamics
fields can be determined. The NR limit of a string moving in a AdS background leads to a
non-relativistic action that is invariant under the stringy Newton-Hooke symmetries; in
order to overcome the above mentioned difficulty of the spin connections we consider the
stringy Newton-Hooke algebra with extensions2 [32],
We consider the CS gravity associated to the stringy Newton-Hooke algebra, this fact
allows to express all the boost and Lorentz spin connections in terms of the corresponding
geometric fields. The action in this case has the property that the dynamical fields associated
with all non-central central extensions appear explicitly in the action. This property is new
with respect to previous discussions [23].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will apply the gauging technique
to the Stringy Galilei algebra (sga) in (2 + 1)-dimensions. In particular, we will find that
the expressions of the independent spin connections of this geometry are not completely
determined. This fact is in agreement with the fact that it is not possible to apply the
double extension procedure to this algebra.
1 An analogous situation occurs in Galilei gravity [36].
2 This algebra can be also obtained by the double extension procedure that we discuss in the Appendix.
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On the other hand, in section 3 we will gauge the (2 + 1)-stringy Newton-Hooke with
extensions algebra which contains Za and antisymmetric tensor Zab, with a, b = 0, 1 extra
generators. Finally, we give some comments on the second order formulation that can
be constructed for the action principle obtained in Section 3. We have a section 4 where
we give some conclusions and outlook. In an Appendix we study the double extension
procedure applied to our algebras.
2 Stringy Galilei Chern-Simons gravities
Let us consider the (2 + 1)-stringy Galilei algebra without extensions [19, 20, 24]
[Ha,Mb] = −ηabP, [N,Ha] = abHb, [N,Ma] = abMb, (2.1)
where Ha are the longitudinal translations, Ma ≡M2a the boost transformation, N ≡M01
the longitudinal Lorentz transformation, and P ≡ P2 the transverse translation, with
a = 0, 1. These generators admit the following invariant bilinear form
〈Ha,Mb〉 = γ1ab, 〈N,P 〉 = −γ1, 〈N,N〉 = γ2. (2.2)
We notice that in contrast to Galilei particle case, this bilinear form is non-degenerate3
for all real γi and therefore we can construct a CS action [33] [34]. Let us introduce the
gauge fields τa and e associated to the time and spatial translations satisfying the following
relations
eµe
ν = δνµ − τµaτνa, τµaτµb = δab , τµaeµ = 0, (2.4)
and the the boost and Lorentz spin connections denoted by ω and ωa, respectively. These
one-form fields τ, e, ω and ωa can be combined into the 1-form connection A of the CS
theory as
A = τaHa + eP + ωaMa + ωN. (2.5)
Then, the CS action yields
S[A] =
∫ 〈
A ∧ dA+ 13[A,A] ∧A
〉
=
∫
2γ1(abτadωb − ωde+ ωτaωa) + γ2ωdω. (2.6)
3 We will call the “trace”, which was denoted by
〈
· · ·
〉
in Eq.(2.2), invariant if
Z · 〈X,Y 〉 := 〈[Z,X], Y 〉+ 〈X, [Z, Y ]〉 ≡ 0, (2.3)
for all Lie algebra elements X,Y and Z, and symmetric and non-degenerate if ΩAB =
〈
XA, XB
〉
satisfy
ΩABΩBC = δAC .
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The equations of motion obtained from (2.6) are
δτaS : γ1Ra(M) = 0, (2.7)
δωS : γ2R(N)− γ1R(P ) = 0, (2.8)
δωaS : γ1Ra(H) = 0, (2.9)
δeS : γ1R(N) = 0, (2.10)
where,
Ra(H) = dτa − abωτb, (2.11)
Ra(M) = dωa − abωωb, (2.12)
R(N) = dω, (2.13)
R(P ) = de− τaωa. (2.14)
As expected for a non-degenerate bilinear form, all curvatures vanish, thus the con-
ventional constraints are satisfied automatically. In this situation the local gauge transfor-
mations are equivalent to the diffeomorphisms [35]. Note that we have a two dimensional
foliation of the space subject to the constraint (2.9).
Now, we are interested in expressing the spin connections ωµ and ωµa in terms of the
geometric fields e and τµ. For instance, the spin connection ωµ can be obtained from (2.9)
by means of the following identity
Raµν(H)τρa +Raρµ(H)τνa −Raνρ(H)τµa = 0. (2.15)
Then, taking into account the relations (2.4) on this last equation we get
ωµ = −12ab
(
∂[µτν]
aτνb − ∂[µτν]bτνa + ∂[λτσ]cτλaτσbτµc
)
, (2.16)
which coincides with that of [24] in three dimensions. On the other hand, considering the
following identity
Rµν(P )eµτνb = 0, (2.17)
we find that the spin connection ωµa cannot be completely determined, i.e.,
ωµ
a = ω⊥µa + ω‖µ
a (2.18)
where the determined part is
ω⊥µa = −∂[λeν]eλτνaeµ. (2.19)
whic is perpendicular to τµa.
In a second order formulation, the undetermined part ω‖µa can be interpreted as a
Lagrange multiplier, since the geometric constraint on the torsion Ra(H) = 0 arises from
the variation of (2.6) with respect to this field. This situation is common in the context of
second order NR theories for gravity, for example, the same situation happens for Carroll
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and Galilei gravity [36] and extended string Newton-Cartan gravity [25]. In fact, the action
(2.6) in the second order formulation reads
S[τ, e] =
∫
{γ1µνρ[abτµa
◦
Rνρ
b
(M)−ω‖µa
◦
Rνρa(H)−2ωµ∂νeρ]+γ2µνρωµ∂νωρ}d3x, (2.20)
where,
◦
Rµν
a
(M) = ∂µω⊥νa − ∂νω⊥µa − ab(ωµω⊥νb − ωνω⊥µb), (2.21)
◦
Rµνa(H) = ab(∂µτνb − ∂ντµb)− (ωµτνa − ωντµa), (2.22)
with ω‖µ
a and ω⊥µa given in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.19), respectively. In order to determine
all the compoentes of the spin connection, as usual [37], we add more generators to the
symmetry algebra. In fact, we can consider the stringy Galilei algebra with two non-central
extensions a vector Za and a pseudoscalar Z [24]4. Then, considering these extra generators
the most general invariant bilinear form for this algebra is
〈Ha,Mb〉 = β1ab, 〈N,P 〉 = −β2, 〈N,N〉 = β3, (2.23)
〈Ma,Mb〉 = −β4ηab, 〈Z,N〉 = β5. (2.24)
This bilinear form is degenerate for generic real values of βi. This would imply that
one that some of the curvatures associated to the gauge fields are not determined by the
fields equations (as should be expected in a Chern-Simons theory), and some of the spin
connections could be undermined. For more details, see the example of 3d CS Maxwell
gravity [38].
3 Stringy Newton-Hooke algebra
The (2 + 1)-Stringy Newton-Hooke snh algebra is an Inönü-Wigner contraction of the
(2 + 1)-dimensional dS (AdS) algebra.
The algebra is defined by the following non-vanishing commutators
[Ha, Hb] = ± 1
`2
abN, [N,Ha] = abHb,
[Ha,Mb] = −ηabP, [N,Ma] = abMb,
[P,Ha] = ± 1
`2
Ma, (3.1)
where the upper sign refers to AdS and the lower sign to dS space-time and ` the dS (AdS)
radius. These generators admit a bilinear form invariant and non-degenerate, however,
again the spin connection ωµa cannot be completely determined from the field equations of
stringy Newton-Hooke CS gravity.
One interesting aspect of the snh-algebra is that in (2+1)-dimension admits at least two
non-central extensions [32]. The NR limit of a string moving in a dS (AdS) background leads
4See the (A.21) in the Appendix when the dS (AdS) radius ` goes to infinity.
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to a non-relativistic action which is invariant under the stringy Newton-Hooke symmetries
with extensions.
Here we will obtain this algebra by applying the double extension procedure following
the original works [29, 30] and [31]. The procedure is explained in the Appendix. These
non-central extensions can be obtained reducing to the 3-dimensional case of Ref. [32] . The
extended snh algebra is completed adding to the algebra (3.1) the following commutators
[P,Ma] = Za, [Z,Ha] = abZb, [N,Za] = abZb,
[Ma,Mb] = −abZ, [Ha, Zb] = ± 1
`2
abZ.
(3.2)
Then, according the results of the Appendix the algebra in (3.1) and (3.2) admits the
following invariant and non-degenerate bilinear form
〈Ha, Hb〉 = ±α2
`2
ηab, 〈Ha, Zb〉 = ±α3
`2
ηab,
〈Ha,Mb〉 = α1ab, 〈Ma,Mb〉 = −α3ηab,
〈N,P 〉 = −α1, 〈N,Z〉 = α3,
〈N,N〉 = α2, 〈P, P 〉 = ±α3
`2
. (3.3)
A gauge-invariant gravity action invariant under the extended stringy Newton-Hooke
algebra can be constructed using the one-form connection
A = τaHa + ωaMa + ωN + eP +maZa +mZ, (3.4)
whose components τa, ωa, ω, e,ma andm are one-forms. The two-form curvatures associated
to this gauge connection are given by
R(A) = Ra(Hb)Ha +Ra(Mb)Ma +R(N)N +R(P )P +Ra(Zb)Za +R(Z)Z, (3.5)
where,
Ra(Hb) = dτa − abωτb, (3.6)
Ra(Mb) = dωa − abωωb ± 1
`2
eτa, (3.7)
R(N) = dω ± 12`2 abτ
aτ b, (3.8)
R(P ) = de− τaωa, (3.9)
Ra(Zb) = dma − abmτb − abωmb + eωa, (3.10)
R(Z) = dm− 12abω
aωb ± 1
`2
abτ
amb. (3.11)
The dynamics of the gauge potential A is described by the CS action
S[A] =
∫ [
2α1
(
abR
a(Hc)ωb − eR(N)
)
+ α2
(
ωR(N)± 1
`2
τaR
a(Hc)∓ 12`2 abωτ
aτ b
)
+α3
(
2mR(N)± 1
`2
eR(P )− ωaRa(Mb)± 2
`2
maR
a(Hb)
)]
. (3.12)
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This last action is quasi-invariant, i.e., up to boundary terms, under the action of the
infinitesimal gauge transformations
δAµ = ∂µΛ + [Aµ,Λ], (3.13)
with the local gauge parameter
Λ = λaHa + ΩaMa + ΩN + λP + ΘaZa + ΘZ. (3.14)
An analogue of the α1 term was found in [39] for the particle case. Moreover, we see
the explicit appearance of the gauge field ma in the α3 term in comparison to [23]. The
equations of motion are given by
δτaS : 2α1Ra(Mb)± 2α2
`2
Ra(Hb)± 2α3Ra(Zb) = 0, (3.15)
δωaS : 2α1Ra(Hb)− 2α3Ra(Mb) = 0, (3.16)
δωS : −2α1R(P ) + α2R(N) + 2α3R(Z) = 0, (3.17)
δeS : 2α1R(N)± 2α3
`2
R(P ) = 0, (3.18)
δmS : 2α3R(N) = 0, (3.19)
δmaS :
2α3
`2
Ra(Hb) = 0. (3.20)
From (3.13), the gauge fields can be seen to transform as follows:
δτµ
a = ∂µλa + baωµλb − baτµbΩ,
δωµ
a = ∂µΩa + baωµΩb − baωµbΩ± 1
`2
eµλ
a ∓ 1
`2
τµ
aλ,
δωµ = ∂µΩ± 1
`2
abτµ
aλb,
δeµ = ∂µλ+ ωµaλa − τµaΩa,
δmµ = ∂µΘ± 1
`2
abτµ
aΘb − abωµaΩb ± 1
`2
abmµ
aλb,
δmµ
a = ∂µΘa + abmµλb + baωµΘb + eµΩa − bamµbΩ− ωµaΩ. (3.21)
Once again, we are interested in expressing the spin connections ωµ and ωµa in terms
of the geometric fields τµa, eµ,mµ and mµa.
In a similar way to the previous section the spin connection ωµ is obtained from
Raµν(H)τρa +Raρµ(H)τνa −Raνρ(H)τµa = 0. (3.22)
Then, applying the inverse relations (2.4), we get
ωµ = −12ab(∂[µτν]
aτνb − ∂[µτν]bτνa + ∂[λτσ]cτλaτσbτµc), (3.23)
which was obtained previously in (2.16). It is a straightforward check that the other spin
connection ωµa can be determined completely as well. If we impose the relation
Rµν(P )eµτνb = 0, (3.24)
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and considering (2.4) we find that
eµωµ
b = −2τνbeµ∂[µeν]. (3.25)
Now, we can if we also impose
Raµν(Zb)eντµc = 0, (3.26)
yields,
τνcων
a = 2τµceν
(
∂[µmν]
a − abω[µmν]b
)
+ aceνmν . (3.27)
Combining equations (3.25) and (3.27) for the different projections and using the decompo-
sitions
ωµ
a = τµbτνbωνa + eµeνωνa, (3.28)
we get
ωµ
a = 2τµcτλceσ
(
∂[λmσ]
a − abω[λmσ]b
)
+ abτµbeνmν − 2eµτσaeλ∂[λeσ], (3.29)
which coincides with that of [24] in three dimensions.
As we see, the equations used to determine these spin connections do not correspond
to the ones obtained from variation with respect to ω and ωa. Thus, if we substitute these
expressions in the first order action, the second order Lagrangian will have a different
dynamics, as in the “exotic” gravity or massive gravity [34], for a general discussion about
the equivalence of first and second order formalism see for example [40].
4 Conclusion and Outlook
In this work we have constructed two NR stringy gravities. For the case of the Stringy
Galilei algebra without extensions we found a CS action which does not allow to express
all the spin connections in terms of the dreibeins. These spin connections are Lagrange
multipliers in a second order nonrelativistic theory. Instead, if we consider the algebra with
extensions, the bilinear form associated to this new algebra turns out to be degenerate and
therefore not all the curvatures vanish.
We have applied the same gauging procedure for the stringy Newton-Hooke algebra
with two non-central extensions. In this case we can express the spin connections in terms
dreibeins and the gauge field associated to Za. The CS action contains all the gauge fields
including the gauge field mµ associated to the scalar central charge Z that was not present
in the action for Newton-Hooke string [32] and in the gravity action studied in [25].
We leave for future work the construction of a second order gravity action and the
connection with possible relativistic gravity theories. It will be also interesting to see if
using the Galilean free algebra [41] in three dimensions one can construct a CS action as
well.
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Appendix
A Double Extensions
A double extension d of a Lie algebra G is an enlargement by means of one or more central or
non-central extensions which has associated a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear
form Ωd [29] [30], (see also [31]).
A.1 Procedure
• Firstly 5, suppose a Lie subalgebra g ∈ G equipped with a non-degenerate invariant
metric Ωg where its generators Gi satisfy
[Gi, Gj ] = fijkGk,
〈
Gi, Gj
〉
g
= Ωgij , fijkΩ
g
kl + fil
kΩgkj = 0. (A.1)
Here Ωgij denotes the symmetric matrix form associated to the non-degenerate invariant
metric Ωg and fijk the structure constants of g.
• Secondly, let us introduce a new Lie subalgebra h which act on g via
[Hα, Hβ] = fαβγHγ , [Hα, Gi] = fαijGj , fαikΩgkj + fαj
kΩgki = 0, (A.2)
where Hα ∈ h and fαβγ denote the structure constants of h. We say that g is a
representation of h. Notice that it is not necessary to impose constraints on the
the invariant symmetric bilinear form of h, say hαβ, i.e., it could eventually to be
degenerate or zero.
• Finally, let us introduce the dual of h, to call h? with its generators H?α.
5We will follow the notation described in Ref. [31].
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We call a double extension of G to the Lie algebra d = D(g, h) defined on the vector
space g⊕ h⊕ h? as a semidirect sum with the following commutation relations
[Gi, Gj ] = fijkGk + fαikΩgkjH
?α, (A.3)
[
Hα, H
?β
]
= −fαγβH?γ , (A.4)
[H?α, Gj ] = 0, (A.5)[
H?α, H?β
]
= 0. (A.6)
As we see in Eq.(A.3) the action of h on g fixes the structure constants fαik. The Lie
algebra d admits a non-degenerate metric written in a matrix form as follows
Ωdab =
Ω
g
ij 0 0
0 hαβ δαβ
0 δαβ 0
. (A.7)
As we mentioned, the metric associated to the algebra h can be degenerate or zero, so that
it does not affect the degeneracy of Ωd.
In the following, we will see the applications of this method to the two algebras of interest
in this paper, namely the stringy Galilei and Newton-Hooke algebras.
A.2 Stringy Galilei algebra
For the case of Stringy Galilei algebra, we first choose
g1 = {P,Ma},
h1 = {N,Ha}, (A.8)
with g1 being an abelian subalgebra, and the commutation relations of h1 are given by
[Ha, Hb] = 0, [N,Ha] = abHb. (A.9)
The representation of g1 with respect to h1 is
[N,Ma] = abMb, [Ha,Mb] = −ηabP, [P,Ha] = 0. [P,N ] = 0. (A.10)
Despite that the invariance of
〈
,
〉
g1
with respect to g1 is satisfied, it is not possible to
fulfil with respect to h1, i.e., the invariance (A.2). In fact,〈
[Ha, P ],Mb
〉
g1
+
〈
P, [Ha,Mb]
〉
g1
= 0− δab
〈
P, P
〉
g1
6= 0. (A.11)
This last equation is in contradiction with the invariance
〈
,
〉
g1
with respect to g1.
Then, we cannot continue with the rest of the procedure. Analogously, for the chooses:
g1 = {Ha, P} with h1 = {N,Ma}, the metric
〈
,
〉
g1
is not invariant because Mb
〈
Ha, P
〉
=
ηab
〈
P, P
〉
g1
6= 0; and g1 = {Ha,Ma, P} with h1 = {N} we have that the metric of g1
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is not invariant because Ha
〈
P,Mb
〉
g1
= −ηba
〈
P, P
〉
g1
6= 0. Again, we cannot continue
with the procedure. Notice that there are no other cases in which h1 act on (g1,Ωg1) via
antisymmetric derivations.
Therefore, for the case of Stringy Galilei algebra is not possible to perform the double
extension procedure starting from this algebra. However, we have a non-degenerate-invariant
metric in g1 with the choose in (A.8).
A.3 Stringy Newton-Hooke algebra
Now, we will apply this procedure for the snh algebra without extensions [32]
[Ha, Hb] = ± 1
`2
abN,
[N,Ha] = abHb,
[N,Ma] = abMb,
[Ha,Mb] = −ηabP,
[P,Ha] = ± 1
`2
Ma. (A.12)
In this case we choose the following sub-algebras
g2 = {P˜ ,Ma}, (A.13)
h2 = {N, H˜a}, (A.14)
where we have defined the generators P˜ = `P and H˜a = `Ha. Notice that there are no
more choices for the construction of these sub-algebras satisfying the (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3)
constraints. It can be shown that the non-degenerate-invariant metric in g2 is invariant and
non-degenerate with respect to g2 and h2, and is given by〈
P˜ , P˜
〉
g2
= 1,
〈
Ma,Mb
〉
g2
= δab,
〈
P˜ ,Ma
〉
g2
= 0. (A.15)
The non-vanishing commutators of the extended algebra yield[
P˜ ,Ma
]
= ∓H?H˜a , (A.16)
[Ma,Mb] = −abH?N , (A.17)
[N,Za] = ∓abH?H˜a , (A.18)[
H˜a, Z
]
= ±abH?H˜ , (A.19)[
H˜a, Zb
]
= ±abH?N . (A.20)
Defining the generators Za := ∓H?H˜a and Z := H?N and reinserting the cosmological
constant Λ = 1
`2
, we get
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[Ha, Hb] = ± 1
`2
abN, [P,Ma] = Za,
[N,Ha] = abHb, [Z,Ha] = abZb,
[N,Ma] = abMb, [N,Za] = abZb,
[Ha,Mb] = −ηabP, [Ma,Mb] = −abZ,
[P,Ha] = ± 1
`2
Ma, [Ha, Zb] = ± 1
`2
abZ, (A.21)
with the following non-degenerate invariant bilinear form
〈Ha, Hb〉 = ±α2
`2
ηab, 〈Ha, Zb〉 = ±α3
`2
ηab,
〈Ha,Mb〉 = α1ab, 〈Ma,Mb〉 = −α3ηab,
〈N,P 〉 = −α1, 〈N,Z〉 = α3,
〈N,N〉 = α2, 〈P, P 〉 = ±α3
`2
, (A.22)
with αi arbitrary real constants and α3 6= 0 for the matrix to be non-degenerate. We call to
(A.21) the (2+1)-Newton-Hooke algebra with extensions. Of course, if we further take the
limit `→∞ we obtain the stringy Galilean algebra with extensions. However, in this limit
the symmetric bilinear form turns out to be degenerated. Therefore, we can observe the
important role of the cosmological constant at the moment to write down a well defined
Chern-Simons action.
– 12 –
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